Course Project Deadlines

Project Topic, Motivation/Rationale for the Project and the Problem Definition  Feb. 12
Literature Search (minimum 15 references) and Justification of Scientific Merits  Feb. 26
Ranking of Potential Solutions (Brainstorming) (minimum 5 approaches to problem)  Mar. 5
Customer Requirements and Functional Specifications  Mar. 12
Modeling and Scaling Effects  Mar. 26
Fabrication Flowchart  Apr. 9
Plan for Packaging and Testing  Apr. 16
Mask Layout  Apr. 23
Course paper  May 5
Oral Presentation  May 5 and 12

All assignments will be graded as part of the final project grade. Typical expectations include 1 page of information on the particular topic (single spaced) unless there is clearly and need for more or less than this.